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Fantasy-futuristic landscapes, electric cars, flying, dueling, dragons..
Supraland is a dreamland filled with a realistic cast of characters and
an alternate history that has been repressed. Furthermore, you play
it with a mouse, a classic controller, or even a virtual keyboard. How
many times have you been playing a game and it felt like everything

would go wrong? And then it went down without fail? Supraland
thinks it could be one of the worst experiences you can have, but it

has a way out: you are rewarded for all those games where
everything went wrong. And sometimes the real hero is you. You did

it.. did you supraland is a first person metroidvania puzzle game.
each floor is procedurally generated, which means it starts off empty

and then starts to fill up with new rooms and doors. all items are
randomized, so solutions to a given room may change every time

you play it. when you have the key to the room, you get to the room
door. all doors have a fixed threshold, so finding the correct door

becomes a game of accuracy as you judge the opening of the door
based on the given threshold. the game is known for its plentiful

secrets. supraland is a first-person metroidvania puzzle game. the
main sources of inspiration are zelda, metroid and portal. the game
assumes that you are intelligent and lets you play independently.
the story is minimal, gives you an overarching goal to pursue, and
then sets you free. despite child friendly visuals, the game targets

experienced players. playtime: ~12-25h
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i love supraland. i love the way its so simple to play, yet so difficult
to beat. i love the fact that you can play it for hours and hours and
never know where the end will be, the fact that there are so many

secrets, the fact that you have so many new things to discover.
when i first got the game, i thought: “this is a game for everyone,

because everyone is different.” 9/10 gamespace supraland is a
game of exploration and discovery. it is beautiful, fun to play and

challenging. it is a game that i could spend hours and hours playing
with my wife, and i could see us getting into a great groove of

playing it and then we would both remember and wonder where we
had seen something before and go out on a hunt. it is a game with
no goal or purpose, other than to be, to enjoy and to be had. 10/10
winrar in its purest form supraland is a fantastic game. it is not easy
to pick it apart and go through the different parts, but when you go
through, you will see that its special. you will see that the game is

truly special. even though it is just a game, it is such a special game,
that it makes you feel a bit melancholy, as if you are missing out on

something great. 10/10 gamesparks most of the game is about
exploring the sandbox world to track down secrets. often you will

think you are about to get out of bounds and beat the level designer,
but right there is a chest waiting for you with a very rewarding
upgrade. supraland respects your lifetime and doesnt bloat the
playtime with unlimited no-brainer collectibles. the game also

benefits from a new graphics engine called kitsune that supraland
has been testing for the past few months. supraland is running on a

playstation 5, and it has built a lot of improvements in the game
engine. 5ec8ef588b
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